
Transfer Procedures Part 1 Training Flyer 
 

At some point throughout every day, all Branches rely on our Transfer System. Whether it is to help with a sold 

backorder, stop you from running out, moving your defectives to Corp, helping distribute products that have to be 

shipped in truckload, etc., our Transfer Team Provides many valuable services. Because it plays such a big role in how we 

operate, it is important we all have at least a basic understanding of some of the procedures. This flyer is intended to 

serve as reminder of some Transfer procedures. 
 

If you have not read the Transferring Through Sales Order Training you are encouraged to read that one as well.  
 

Communication is Key: 

 

First and foremost, excellent communication between all departments is key for us to work at a high performing level. 

Because so many of us rely on Transfers for quick turn arounds, it is important both the Shipping and Receiving branches 

communicate. Below are some of the types of communication that need to be present for us to work at high performing 

level:  
 

 Communicate every change to a ticket, especially if it’s sold.   

 Communicate to the branch if any transfers get left off the truck; especially if it’s sold. 

 Communicate if a truck will be delayed for any reason. 

 If you need a transfer shipped next day and it is after 3pm, contact the shipping branch.  

o 3pm is the cut off for non-communicated next day shipments. 

 If you need a non-transferable product such as pipe or sheet metal transferred, Manager to Manager 

communication should take place. 

 If you are missing material from a transfer communicate with the shipping branch to see if they can find it. 

o If they cannot send an email to the other branches to see if it ended up at the wrong branch.  

 Do not void a transfer without letting the person who entered it know. 

 Communicate if you are taking a branch’s last stock. 
 

Tagging Transfers: 

 

Because transfers are often more than 1 box, it is important that transfers are tagged properly. This is especially the case 

for transfers going from outside Carmel to outside Carmel. If transfers are not marked 1 of 2, 2 of 2 ect., they are much 

more difficult to check in. Also, Carmel will not know to look for two pieces if re-directing to another branch and a 

transfer could be split. All separate boxes or pieces need tagged with the information below. 
 

The three items that are required on a tag are as follows: 
 

1. Transfer Number 

2. Number of boxes or bags that belong to the transfer, Ex. 1 of 2 

3. Customer name if sold  
 

Never Ship Partial Transfer: 

 

Transfers cannot be received like PO’s with multiple receipts. They have to be received all at once or not at all. Because 

of this it is important we do not ship half transfers on one truck with notes saying the rest will be on the next truck. If for 

some reason you need to ship half the transfer you should Void the Original transfer and Re-Enter it on two separate 

transfers.  

http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_d403a41446764b3b98ffcdac505a440a.pdf


Labels out: 

 

When stacking product onto skids it is always best to have the product labels and transfer tags facing out. This helps 

with quick distribution if going through Carmel and quick check in if being received.  

 

Do Not Transfer a Branch to 0 Without Consideration of Consequences & Communication: 

 

Too often we see Branches stocking out other Branches with transfers. This creates a situation where we have 2 

branches out of stock instead of one. This means we will backorder the item to the original customer as well as any 

customer at either branch wanting that item until it is replenished. If the order isn’t needed by the customer right away 

then purchasing can enter a PO to get it in stock and fill your backorder. 

Below are some questions sale people should ask when they are entering a ticket and considering transferring a branch 

to 0: 

1. How critical is the item? 
2. Is it already on a PO? 
3. Is there surplus somewhere else? 
4. Is it worth the transfer dollar-wise at $2.00 a touch? 
5. Have I communicated to the Shipping Branch Manager? 
6. Can I let Purchasing pick this up? 

 

Stacking and Loading: 

 

When stacking product on a skid please be mindful of how it will hold up over the drive to the next branch. If you have 

something heavy, put it on the bottom of the skid, labels out. Be aware of what you can and cannot stack other items 

onto. For example, follow stacking instructions listed on the side of product, do not stack non-Sterling on Sterling, don’t 

put product that can bounce around and chip the finish inside an Oasis unit, etc.  

Also, you should strap items/tall skids to the truck wall whenever possible. This is especially the case with tall items like 

water heaters. Do not stack skids if they cannot be stacked securely. If you have a question on how you are loading the 

truck please consult your Manager.  

Have your Transfers Ready: 

 

When Carmel is coming to your branch to bring you transfers, make sure you have your outgoing transfers skidded, 

wrapped, tagged and ready to be loaded.  

 

Release your Pending Transfers: 

 

Make sure someone at your branch is releasing and pulling all Pending Transfers at some point the day before transfer 

truck is coming to your branch. TRM #3. This should be done again at 3pm  the day before since this is the cut off 

without communication. 

 

Next Steps and a Couple Questions: 

 

This concludes this section of the Training Flyer. The Transfer Variance Procedures are on the next page for those that 

want to learn more.  



TRUE or FALSE: It is okay to put a box of PVC fittings on a Sterling wall set when loading into a truck?  

TRUE or FALSE: Cast Iron sinks can be stacked anywhere on a skid and on top of most items. 

TRUE or FALSE: All transfers should be marked with a count and a total piece count of the transfer.  

 
Transfer Variance Procedures 

 
The receiving branch is responsible for reconciling of all transfer variances and contacting 

the shipping branch of any discrepancies.  The following are examples: 

1. Wrong Item Shipped 

 If wrong item is shipped: 
o Receive it as the item it was supposed to be.  
o Enter a transfer to return it to the branch that sent it incorrectly. When entering the transfer to return 

the wrong item enter the item it was supposed to be on the original transfer and not the item that was 
actually sent to you.  

o Enter in the special instructions why you are sending the item back. 
o This will correct everyone’s inventory and allow for the shipping branch to coach the transfer puller on 

the error. 
 

2. Quantity Shipped ≠ Quantity Received  

 If Qty Shipped different than Qty Received: 
o Call the shipping branch contact within 48 hours of the transfer truck arriving at your branch to cycle 

count their inventory and check with transfer personnel.  
o If item is found at the shipping branch:  

 The receiving branch will zero receive the item and the shipping branch will A code adjust the 
item back into their inventory. If the receiving branch still wants the item they can enter a new 
transfer.  

o If the item is not found at shipping branch: 
 Cycle count your own inventory and like items.  
 Bring this to the attention of branch manager by email. 
 If still not found email all transfer contacts to cycle count for it and check truck bays for items.  

 

3. Items Found After Zero Received 

 If you discover that you have an item in your building that you can't account for:  
o Check the item Ledger to see if you zero received the item on a transfer.  

 If this is the case:  

 Call or email the shipping branch and have adjust the item into their inventory, using 
adjustment code “A”. 

 The shipping branch will enter a transfer and ship-confirm it to your branch (shipping 
branch will not send the product or transfer ticket a second time. This is just to correct 
everyone’s inventory). The transfer will be communicated via transfer contacts via email 
or phone.  

 Once the receiving branch receives the transfer both inventories will be correct.  


